2012 CIC Fellows
Pierre Beaumier, FCIC
Pierre Beaumier has been a leader in the development of industrial analytical chemistry in Canada.
His contributions to the profession of chemistry have been outstanding and include the presidency
of both the ACPO and the CSC. He brought Maxxam Analytics, up from its infancy as Mann
Testing with 4 employees to becoming the largest private laboratory in Canada with over 2,000
employees, He is now president of CanAlt Health Labs. He has been responsible for initiating two
major awards of the CSC and personally funded one of them. He has initiated the BeaumierChurcott fund (through the CIC Chemical Education Fund) to aid in the teaching of chemistry at the
high school level.
Catherine Cardy, FCIC, cCT
Cathy Cardy has been a tireless promoter of chemical technology and women in chemistry and
technology. She is presently on the Board of Directors of the CSCT and has served at all levels of
the CIC, including as first female Chair of the CIC, and President of the CSCT. Cardy’s devotion to
chemistry extends beyond her professional duties as Quality Assurance Lab Manager at Imperial
Oil- Sarnia, to include work on the Canadian Technology Accreditation Board, GoTech Girl and as
“Science Lady” to Sarnia area cubs and brownies.
Ajay Dalai, FCIC
Ajay Dalai Is a world-class researcher, covering a wide range of chemical engineering processes
including catalyst development for biodiesel production and glycerol utilization, hydrogen/syngas
production, gas to liquid technologies, hydroprocessing of heavy gas oil and value-added products
from biomass. He has been recognized for his work through awards and fellowships such as the
Engineering Institute of Canada Fellowship, Fulbright Fellowships, DAAD fellowships, JSPS
fellowships, and Innovation Award through Saskatoon Chamber of Commerce. Dalai has been a
leader and active member of the CIC on a local as well as national level. He has been a CSChE
Board member, chair of the North Saskatchewan Local Section and presently Chair the Canadian
Catalysis Society. He was also chair of the 60th Canadian Chemical Engineering Conference and
participated on many conference and awards committees.

